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ABSTRACT
In this paper, a three-dimensional (3D) integral imaging display for augmented reality is presented. By implementing the
pseudoscopic-to-orthoscopic conversion method, elemental image arrays with different capturing parameters can be
transferred into the identical format for 3D display. With the proposed merging algorithm, a new set of elemental images
for augmented reality display is generated. The newly generated elemental images contain both the virtual objects and
real world scene with desired depth information and transparency parameters. The experimental results indicate the
feasibility of the proposed 3D augmented reality with integral imaging.
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1. INTRODUCTION
As an autosteroscopic three-dimensional (3D) imaging technique, the concept of integral imaging (InIm) [1]-[3] is to use
a two-dimensional (2D) sensor behind a lenslet array to capture light rays eliminated or reflected from the 3D space.
Light rays from the surface of the 3D scene passing through each lenslet, and can be recorded by a 2D image sensor. The
captured 2D image array is named as an elemental image array, which contains both the intensity and directional
information of the 3D scene. For InIm optical display, light from the display device passes through the identical lenslet
array used in the capture process, and converges in the image space to form the 3D images. InIm has been widely
researched by various groups for its advantages such as continuous viewpoints, virtual and real 3D display, both
horizontal and vertical parallaxes and etc [4]-[6].
Augmented reality [7] [8] is a novel interactive technique for superimposing the virtual information into a real world
scene. Information from the virtual objects and the real world can be combined to enhance observer’s perception of the
reality. This technology has applications in various fields such as medical, entertainment and manufacturing, etc [9]-[11].
Recently some studies have been done for the combination of augmented reality and 3D InIm [12]-[14].
In this paper, we present a 3D augmented reality display with InIm. Methods to generate elemental images are discussed
for format matching [15] 3D display. By using the smart pseudoscopic-to-orthoscopic (SPOC) conversion [16] method,
elemental images with various capture conditions are converted to a unified format which matches with the display
system. A merging method between the elemental images of the real and virtual objects is presented. For the case that
the overlap exists between the real world scene and the virtual objects, the corresponding elemental images can be
superimposed with partial transparency. The pixel information in the overlapped areas will be kept for both of the front
and rear objects.

2. GENERATION OF ELEMENTAL IMAGE ARRAY FOR AUGMENTED REALITY 3D
DISPLAY
The capture and reconstruction processes of a conventional InIm system require the lenslet array with identical
parameters. The smart pseudoscopic-to-orthoscopic conversion (SPOC) method has been proposed to convert a depth
reversed 3D image to orthoscopic 3D image. This method can be used for format matching 3D display between different
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capture and display devicees. For the alggorithm of SPO
OC, by setting an imaging reeference planee and a virtuall pinhole
array, SPOC
C will computationally geneerate a new ellemental imagge array on thhe synthetic caapture plane from
f
the
captured elem
mental images. Figure 1. shoows the conceppt of the SPOC
C method. Thee parameters designed
d
for thhe virtual
pinhole arrayy and the refereence plane (thee pitch of the pinhole, the disttance between the pinhole annd the referencee plane),
are determinned by the speccifications of the
t display devvice, such as the
t pixel size, focal length and
a the resoluttion, etc.
Recently, SP
POC has been further develooped and appllied for tunablle field of view
w display, impprovement thee display
resolution, annd head trackin
ng 3D display [17]-[19] etc.

Figure 1. Diagram
D
of the smart
s
pseudoscoopic-to-orthoscoppic conversion method
m
(SPOC).

To implemennt augmented reality in a 3D
D display, the computationally generated virtual
v
objectss need to be coombined
with the real world scene. The
T depth information of the 3D scene is exxtracted [6] thrrough the captuured elementall images.
We can desiggn the relative position betweeen the virtual objects with thhe real world. By
B setting a thrreshold for thee decided
depth, the viirtual objects can
c be abstractted from the original
o
elemenntal images annd superimposeed with the real world
scene.
To further exxplain the prop
posed algorithm
m, suppose we have two setss of elemental images.
i
One seet is captured from
f
the
real world, thhe other is the set of computtationally geneerated elementaal images whicch record the virtual
v
informaation. To
combine the real world sceene and the com
mputed virtual objects, imagee processing iss further conduucted by pixel mapping
m
the corresponnding pixel infformation into a new elemenntal image arrayy. If overlap exists
e
between the virtual objjects and
the real world scene, the piixels in the oveerlapped area will
w be mappedd by the front virtual
v
object, so that the infoormation
w
scene wiill be lost. To keep both of the real and virtual
v
objects in
i the overlappped area, one possible
of the real world
solution is by
b setting the correspondingg pixels of the front virtual objects with half
h transparenncy. In this caase, both
information of the front an
nd rear objectss can be recordded in the new
w elemental im
mage array for augmented reeality 3D
display.

3. EXPE
ERIMENTAL
L RESULTS
We conducteed optical 3D display experiiments. As shoown in Fig. 2,, a real world scene (soccerr) and computaationally
generated obbjects (letters ‘3’
‘ and ‘D’) were
w
captured separately witth different picckup specificaations by the synthetic
s
aperture integgral imaging (SAII) method [20] and 3dsM
Mas, respectivelly. The specifications of the capture processs for the
real world sccene and the virrtual objects arre shown in Taable 1.
A Canon 5D
D camera was used
u
to capturee the real worldd scene. A totaal of 49 (7 × 7)
7 elemental im
mages were obttained to
form the elem
mental image array. In the display
d
processs, a HTC-One smart phone and
a a microlenns array were used
u
as a
display systeem. The resolu
ution of the dispplay screen is 1920 (H) × 10080 (V) pixels,, and each pixeel owns a pixeel size of
~53μm. The focal length off the lenslet arrray is 3.3 mm and the pitch of
o the lenslet iss 1mm. Each lenslet will covver about
20 × 20 pixeels. As the paraameters of the real captured elemental image array do noot match with the
t display sysstem, we
first processeed the captured
d elemental imaages to generatte a new elemeental image arrray matching with
w the displayy system.
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This processs is performed by using the SPOC
S
methodd. For virtual objects,
o
it is eaasy to control the
t computer software
(3dsMax) to generate elemeental images too match with thhe display form
mat.
In the pickupp process, the soccer
s
was placed at 300 mm
m in front of thhe camera, withh the SPOC meethod, the distaance (d2)
between the reference plan
ne and the virtuual pinhole arrray plane was set
s as 20 mm. The new geneerated elementaal image
m the display plane.
p
For auggmented realityy, the real worrld scene
array recordss the soccer with a distance of 20 mm from
and the virtual objects need
d to be mergedd as a syntheticc scene. We sett the soccer, the letters ‘3’, annd letter ‘D’ att 20 mm,
6 mm from the display planee, respectively.. The virtual obbjects are set inn front of the real
r world scenne for 3D
40 mm and 60
display.

d scene with a soccer and (b) computationally generated virtual
v
objects, letters ‘3’ andd ‘D’.
Figure 2. (a) Real world
ons of integrall imaging captture process for
f the real woorld scene and
d virtual objeccts
Table 1. Specificatio
Descriiption

R world scen
Real
ne

Virtual objects
o

Totaal number of elem
mental images (E
EIs)

7 (H) × 7 (V)

104 (H) × 58 (V)

Resolution of each EI

5616 (H) × 3744 (V)) pixels

20 (H) × 20 (V) pixels

Sensorr pitch

10 mm
m (H) × 10 mm
m (V)

1 mm (H) × 1 mm (V)

Soccer ball:

‘3’: 25 mm × 30 mm

12.5 mm (radiuss)

‘D’: 36 mm × 30 mm

Size of objects
Diistance between pickup plane annd
objeects

300 mm

‘3’: 40 mm
‘D’: 60 mm

Figure 3. 3D
3 integral imaaging augmenteed reality displlay results. (a) Left view and right view witth occlusion. (bb) Left
v
view
and right view
v
partial traansparency.
Figure. 3(a) shows the left and right persspectives of thee augmented reality 3D display results by using elementaal image
pping. The socccer is partiallly occluded byy the virtual obbjects. With thhe partial transsparency
array with diirect pixel map
elemental im
mage array, the rear occludeed informationn is kept in thhe overlappedd areas, as shoown in Fig. 3(b). The
proposed method has the potential to be applied to the see-through augmented reality 3D display.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
A three-dimensional (3D) augmented reality integral imaging display is presented by combining conventional 3D
display and an augmented reality technique. With the smart pseudoscopic-to-orthoscopic conversion (SPOC) method,
elemental image array of the captured real world scene is firstly converted into a new format for 3D display. Then by
combining the elemental image arrays of the real world scene and the computationally generated virtual objects, a new
elemental image array is generated for augmented reality 3D display. For the case that the overlap exits, elemental
images can be merged with partial transparency to keep the information of both front and rear objects. 3D display
experiments were conducted to validate the feasibility of the proposed method.
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